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Abstract:
Over the past two quarters, the Cal Poly human powered helicopter group (HPH) set a
goal to obtain more insight into the behavior of a helicopter rotor at low RPM and low height
(from the ground). Similarly, we also wanted to determine the amount of thrust lost when
multiple rotors are intermeshed (overlapping, but not touching). There is currently very little
information available online using these conditions, so we decided to create homemade small
scale rotor setups to record our own data through experimentation. These experiments will aid in
future HPH prototype design decisions, specifically the number of rotors and how they will be
aligned.
Introduction:
The current human powered helicopter project is a follow-up of an older project that
originated here at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo. Cal Poly was the first institution to construct a
human powered helicopter that succeeded in flight. A project starting in 1981, the first HPH
model to lift off the ground ("Leonardo da Vinci III") was in December of 1989, which marked
the end of this project for the time being. Shortly after, in 1984, a group headed by a Japanese
professor named Akira Naito built a superior model HPH called the "Yuri I." This model utilized
four rotors with a human in the center, and set the world HPH flight record in 1994 by hovering
off the ground for 19.5 seconds. During testing, "Yuri I" was damaged beyond repair, and since
then, no one has created a model superior to it.

Figure 1
Figure 1 represents the only two human powered helicopters to successfully lift off the ground: The quad rotor Yuri
I and the single rotor da Vinci III. Video of these flights are available for your online viewing pleasure on
YouTube.com.

The financial incentive towards building a human powered helicopter comes from the
American Helicopter Society (AHS). Back in 1980, well before the flight of the da Vinci III or
Yuri I, the AHS made public a $20,000 prize to anyone who could operate a human powered
helicopter within a specific set of parameters. This prize is known as the Sikorsky Prize, which is
named after a great avionics inventor Igor Sikorsky. The fine print requires that the HPH fly for
an entire minute within a ten meter square box (100m2). Also, the lowest point on the craft must
reach a height of at least three meters at least once. The helicopter must be solely human
powered, and the pilot must not rotate during the test flight. These specifications are very
tedious, requiring excellent craft balance and human endurance/pedal efficiency. Although the
Sikorsky Prize may seem to be asking a lot, it is meant to encourage people to mirror the
creativity and devotion shown by the father of the helicopter, Igor Sikorsky himself.
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Sikorsky Prize Requirements
*Stay within/above 10x10m ground area
*Achieve 3m height once (lowest point)
*Sustain lift for one minute
*No external power source
Igor Sikorsky was born into a very science oriented family. His father, famed professor
Ivan Sikorsky, lived and acted on the belief that life is short, and science is long. (1) He passed
this belief on to young Igor, both by word and example. Starting as a child, Igor made a flying
model of a helicopter powered by rubber bands at the age of twelve. In his autobiography,
Winged-S, Sikorsky wrote "I personally believe that flying boats of 500 or even 1000 tons,
carrying several thousand passengers, could be successfully designed and built in the reasonably
near future". (2) He even devotes a chapter to "ideas about the future of flying," where he
describes his visions for the near and distant future. Sikorsky lives life knowing that current
methods can be improved through efficiency, no matter what task one is ultimately trying to
accomplish. Sikorsky was the teacher of the time, setting the model for all modern single rotor
helicopters with the VS-300, not to mention designing and building the first military helicopter,
the XR-4. (3)

Figure 2: The VS-300
Sikorsky was the first to build a helicopter with the
ability to take off and land on the water.

Because of the absence of success from those who attempted to win the Sikorsky Prize,
the AHS raised the prize winnings to $250,000 in August of 2009, hoping to gather more interest
through greater incentive. As predicted, many universities (including Cal Poly) became
interested in designing their own model HPH. Here at Cal Poly, a team of engineers and
scientists has been gathering to perform research and experiments that will allow us to better
understand the behaviors of a human powered helicopter subject to varied conditions. We hope
that this experimentation will aid in our vision of an HPH superior to the da Vinci III.
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Lately, we have been testing and observing the changing thrust generated by a single
rotor while the RPM and height above the ground are varied. These tests gave us more insight
into optimizing our generated thrust within a changing system. By observing the generated thrust
close to the ground, we are able to determine the role of ground effect in our project. Ground
effect refers to the unique aerodynamic effects that occur when the rotor nears the ground.
Ground effect improves the rotor blade efficiency, or lift to drag ratio, by reducing downward
velocity of the induced airflow and reducing the rotor tip vortices. Because of the reduced
airflow velocity, we see a greater vertical lift factor with less drag, so less power is required for
the aircraft to hover. The restricted vortex at the rotor tips increases the efficiency of the
outboard portion of the rotor blade and reduces turbulence that would be caused by circulating
vortex swirls.

Figure 3
Wind vector diagram of ground effect

Ground effect is maximized when the aircraft is hovering over a smooth paved surface.
The effects are reduced when hovering over grass, uneven terrain, or water. An unsmooth or soft
surface results in large vortex patterns and unwanted interference. Let's look at this using the
case of water. To the right is a picture of a helicopter hovering above a water reservoir. At
ground surface the downward velocity in the wake is
reduced to zero and is transferred upwards to the disc
through pressure changes in the wake, resulting in a
lower induced velocity for a given thrust. The
outward motion of the waves clearly displays how
the vertical velocity at the rotor disc is turned to a
horizontal direction by the sea. The induced power is
therefore less, which leads us to believe that a
helicopter with a given mass is capable of hovering
at lower power thanks to the support given by the
ground. (4) This phenomena stands true for any
solid surface under a helicopter, but the ripples in the
Figure 4
wake allow us to get a detailed representation of how
Helicopter
utilizing
ground effect over the sea
the air moves between a helicopter and the horizontal
plane below it.
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Cal Poly was the first successful institution to achieve lift with a human powered
helicopter, but the lift duration was bested by the Professor Naito and the Yuri I. Even though
these two past projects share the outcome of success, they are visibly different approaches. Cal
Poly used only one rotor, while Naito utilized four rotors in his model. Open to improvement, we
deemed it necessary to delve into the design specifics used by Professor Naito, hoping to identify
any changes that we can make to the single rotor model. Naito uses four rotors in a tip-to-tip
alignment, with adjacent rotors moving in opposite directions. Spring quarter was spent creating
a dual rotor setup in which we can run both rotors simultaneously next to each other. Taking
things a step further, the setup was created so that we are given the ability
to adjust the rotors to become intermeshed, or overlapped without actually
touching or interfering with each other. To make this possible, the rotors
are required to be offset by a specific angle so that they do not run into
each other. To avoid rotor interference, we offset the rotors by an angle of
90°. At this angle, we are most likely to keep our rotors from coming in
contact with one another. More important than the angle, both rotors must
be set to spin at the same rate. Otherwise, one would catch up to the other
and the two rotors would most likely break upon contact. Real-world
users of the two rotor intermeshed (tandem rotor) layout include large
cargo transporting helicopters. The rotors rotate in opposing directions,
countering and canceling each other's torque, leaving more power being
used to lift the aircraft. This tandem rotor setup is used for heavy
Figure 5
Ideal rotor layout to
transport because it is very stable and power efficient. It is well balanced
safely intermesh
because it has a larger center of gravity range. Adding multiple rotors
could be the solution to keeping the aircraft controlled within the 100
square foot area defined in the Sikorsky Prize requirements.
Experiment:
Below you can see the setup we use in testing ground effect, which I diagram in Figure 7
on the next page.

Figure 6
Single rotor boom fixture
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Figure 7
Single rotor boom fixture diagram

This fixture was created for us to measure the thrust as a function of the rotor height
above the ground as well as the rotor RPM. The motor used was taken from a cordless drill. We
used counter weights to balance the boom and normalize the force scale at zero
prior to starting the rotor motor. Once the motor is turned on, thrust is
generated and the rotor pushes upward, a force which is measured by the
digital force scale on the back of the boom. We calculated the RPMs by
holding an Extech Laser Tachometer (right) over the rotor to count each
rotation, then divide by the time elapsed. We varied the RPM from 30 to 140
revolutions/min, and the height from 6 to 48 inches above the ground. 13
different combinations of RPM/height were collected to use for our final
analysis. All data was collected indoors, which means that there was little to no
outside airflow interfering with our setup. Any outside breeze can potentially
alter the ground effect airflow.
Below is the procedure used for collecting the data:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Assure that the angle of attack (~5 deg.) is the same on both blades. The angle of attack is
the angle at which the airfoil's leading edge is set relative to the air flow direction, which
is horizontal.
Set the rotor height so that the motor is perpendicular to the ground. We want to be sure
the rotation is parallel to the ground to keep the rotor rotating on axis.
Determine the ideal counterweight to keep the digital scale tensioned, allowing for us to
make our force measurement.
Turn on the power supply and ease up the voltage until we reach the desired RPM. This is
when we use the tachometer to count revolutions.
Wait until the system is at constant power and no longer accelerating.
Turn on the digital scale.
Turn off power supply, then record the thrust shown on the digital scale when the rotor
ceases spinning.
Pick a new combination of height/RPM and start over.
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Figure 8
Highs and lows of testing for ground effect

Below is a picture of our double rotor experimental fixture used in the spring:

Figure 9
Dual rotor experimental apparatus

For many reasons, this setup ended up working out much better than the one created the
previous quarter. We are using an improved fixture base, new airfoils, a new means of data
acquisition, and now carbon fiber spars. Our new fixture base is made of a steel frame, and
incorporates a means of manually adjusting the rotor height from a standing position. It runs a lot
smoother for testing and is very sturdy. This new fixture also has a new device being used to
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measure the rotor lift. Previously, we used a scale hanging between
some chains and the boom. This scale would flash numbers on the
display that we could record whenever we wanted to. Therefore, we
only acquired about one data point per trial. This made it difficult to
adjust our data to account for the vibrations in the fixture due to the
spinning rotor. In our new setup, we are acquiring data with the sensor
seen to the right, which records multiple force(from lift) readings each
second. What's so great about it is that all of the data is acquired and
sent to the computer immediately, and we are collecting a large amount
of data points in a short amount of time. This is something we didn't
dream of doing with our old meter. The large number of data points is
very useful in avoiding errors caused by vibrations in the fixture. After
all, we can just take an average of points to determine a more accurate
output value at each point.

Figure 10
Load transducer

Another big change that was made for the new apparatus was a more sophisticated airfoil
design. For the ground effect experiment, we used a very basic and symmetric airfoil shape cut
out of blue foam. Below are the contrasting airfoils/spars used each quarter.

Figure11 - NACA 0009 airfoil
Used for ground effect. Extra spar to prevent coning

Figure 12 - Eppler 299 airfoil
Used for dual rotor. Strong carbon fiber spar
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For the spars in our first airfoil, we used carbon fiber arrow shafts in order to be both
sturdy and lightweight. A second spar was inserted into these airfoils to avoid coning at the rotor
tip under faster spinning conditions. However, these blades were still not strong enough for high
speed testing. For the dual rotor setup used in the spring, the team decided to switch to a more
aggressive airfoil by selecting the Eppler 299. This new airfoil, using blue foam as well, is much
thicker and has much more visible camber, able to create lift at zero angle of attack. Camber
refers to the curve between the leading and trailing edges of the airfoil. This creates a "lower lip"
that will catch the air after it has split around the head of the airfoil. The lip acts as a spring that
is compressed when the rotor is in circular motion, constantly pushing air against the ground and
creating small amounts of lift. The new spars are very well reinforced carbon fibers all running
in one direction: along the airfoil. In other words, it would be very difficult to break one of these
spars by bending it in half. However, if you take a small segment of the spar and give it a good
pinch in your hand, you can probably implode the plastic into many pieces lined up along the
fibers. The reason it was made like this is because we are not worried about any outside forces
compressing the spars. We want the spar to be able stay as straight horizontal as we can, in order
to minimize any coning at the tips. These larger reinforced spars are just right(and surprisingly
lightweight) for the job.

Vertical Track
Horizontal Track

Parallel Planes

Figure 13
Foam airfoil molding machine

Above is a picture of the hotwire machine that is used in creating the shape of our
airfoils. We upload a file with a specific airfoil design onto the computer, which communicates
this design to the from the program to the hotwire. The hotwire is a high tensioned wire that
moves through two axis defined on opposite planes (outlined by red bars). The wire is running
current through it, and will melt away any blue foam that lies in its path. Sometimes weights
need to be added as downward pressure on the foam so that the friction from the wire doesn't
shift the foam cube out of alignment from its programmed design. All the computer needs is a
two dimensional outline of the side of the airfoil, and it can cut it out of a large piece of foam.
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Analysis:
Our ground effect testing consists of 13 measurements that were taken each with different
combinations of RPM and rotor height. Below is the list of data that was collected:

RPM

Height (in)

Thrust (lbs)

85

27

2.25

46.1

12.2

0.38

140

27

2.65

85

6

1.42

85

27

2.2

123.9

41.9

1.9

85

27

2.16

30

27

0.25

85

27

2.24

85

48

0.8

85

27

2.3

123.9

12.2

2.9

46.1

41.8

0.2

Figure 14
Data collected for ground effect experiment

With the data all collected, we wanted to determine whether or not the thrust is caused by
the rotor height and/or rotor RPM. To do this, we plugged this data into Minitab for statistical
testing. ANOVA response surface analyses were computed using several different combinations
of variables (linear, linear and squares, full quadratic) for observational reasons. To our pleasure,
the P-values in each of these tests was relatively low, so we can be fairly certain of any
relationships observed in the plots. Because of the low P-value, we can ignore the idea that
neither RPM nor height have an effect on the output thrust generated. The following are the
surface plots of each of the three ANOVA analyses tests performed:
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Surface Plot of Thrust as a Function of RPM, Height. Linear

3
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1
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Figure 15
Surface plot using linear fit
Term
Constant
RPM
Height

Coef
1.6654
0.9518
-0.2571

SE Coef
0.1517
0.1933
0.1933

T
10.981
4.923
-1.330

P
0.000
0.001
0.213

As you can see, the linear fit clearly shows that the output thrust decreases as height
increases and RPM decreases. With a small P-value, we can comfortably say that thrust is
dependent on both RPM and height. Notice the low thrust point to the right at low RPM and max
height.
Surface Plot of Thrust as a Function of RPM, Height. Linear+Squares

3

1
Thrust

-1
50
RPM

100

45
30
150

15
0

Height

Figure 16
Surface plot using linear & squares fit
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Term
Constant
RPM
Height
RPM*RPM
Height*Height

Coef
2.2300
0.9518
-0.2571
-0.3737
-0.5438

SE Coef
0.08434
0.06667
0.06667
0.07150
0.07150

T
26.442
14.275
-3.856
-5.227
-7.605

P
0.000
0.000
0.005
0.001
0.000

Surface Plot of Thrust as a Function of RPM, Height. Full Quadratic

3.0

1.5
Thrust
0.0

50
100
0

15

30

RPM

150
45
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Figure 17
Surface plot using quadratic fit

The general relationships between our variables is very similar in each of the three plots:
As our RPM increases and height decreases, the thrust increases. Each preceding plot becomes
more specific to our data and further from theory. In rotor theory, the results are consistent with
the standard linear model: A rotor spinning at high RPM and low height will produce more thrust
than that same rotor spinning at either the same height and lower RPM, or a higher height at the
same RPM. If we had taken a lot more data, our quadratic curve would flatten out to look more
like the linear curve.
The statistical tests verified our hypothesis, that a greater amount of thrust can be
generated when the rotor is within a certain proximity of the ground. The hard cement surface
below the rotor acts as a barrier, applying an opposing force to the downward winds created by
the rotor, thus creating a small high pressure "cushion" of air between the rotor and the ground.
This high pressure naturally dissipates in the outward direction, adding an extra amount of lift to
the rotating blade. To better understand the increase in thrust due to ground effect, it is plotted as
a percentage given by the ratio of thrust in ground effect to thrust out of ground effect. The thrust
out of ground effect remains constant, because the air density is unchanging when the aircraft is
flying high in the sky. Also, to get a more broad and general perspective, The horizontal axis is
normalized to the rotor height relative to its radius. This plot can be observed in Figure 18 on the
following page.
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Figure 18
Thrust increase within the realm of ground effect

From this plot, it is immediately observed that the thrust follows a decaying trend as the
height from the ground is increased. Therefore, we can expect much higher lift for the allotted
power when we are within a height about a fraction of the length of rotor. We can conclude that
it would be ideal for us to maximize our rotor radius in order to have more vertical distance to
travel before we start losing the extra thrust generated by ground effect. One of the requirements
for winning the Sikorsky Prize was achieving a minimum height of three meters at least once
during your one minute flight. With this height is set constant, we know that the larger we can
make the rotor radius, the more thrust we can generate while hovering at set height.

Figure 19
Thrust increase at 3m height as a function of rotor radius
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Figure 19 was created so that we can get an idea of the available thrust we can generate
through ground effect at a height of three meters. One of the main reasons that the Sikorsky Prize
includes the requirement of at least three meter hovering height is so that winning human
powered helicopter demonstrates the capability of sustaining lift even when ground effect
becomes limited or nonexistent. In order for us to make the most out of ground effect so that it
still plays a strong assisting role at this height, we must always be looking to maximize the rotor
radius, so long as the extra weight doesn't outweigh the added thrust from ground effect. For
example, if we create a rotor 60 meters in diameter(30m radius), we can expect ground effect to
produce a 100% increase in our original thrust at a height of three meters. However, at the same
height, we can expect a rotor 20 meters in diameter(10m radius) to only generate roughly 40%
extra thrust as a result of ground effect. This is because the height is much larger proportional to
the rotor radius. As the larger values of R, the benefit of making the radius longer follows a
decreasing trend, so there is definitely a threshold to which the negatives of a larger radius
(weight, coning, etc.) outweigh the positive increase in thrust. This is where our ideal radial
length will be set, but we are far from determining this value.
Data was also collected using the dual rotor intermesh setup, which can be seen below in
Figure 20. Because we want to measure the thrust only as a function of intermeshing the two
rotors, we kept the rotor height constant at 16.25 inches. As defined in the description of this new
fixture, our data is now being collected automatically using a load transducer, which takes data a
couple times per second. For this reason, the data was split into running averages in excel to
make it easier to work with. A large amount of data is essential for avoiding any error due to
vibrations in the fixture.
RUN (z=16.25")
59.75
66
75.5
83.25
94.75
104.5
OVERALL AVE
STANDARD DEV

AVG THRUST (LB)
10.94
10.93
11.68
10.95
11.88
11.20
11.26
0.42
% INTER-MESH
79.1
62.1
41.7
28.5
12.9
2.4
OVERALL AVE
STANDARD DEV

IN. INTER-MESH
47.3
41.0
31.5
23.8
12.3
2.5
OVERALL AVE
STANDARD DEV
AVE THRUST (LB)
10.94
10.93
11.68
10.95
11.88
11.20
11.26
0.42

Figure 20
Data from intermeshed rotors at a height of 16.25 inches

AVG THRUST (LB)
10.94
10.93
11.68
10.95
11.88
11.20
11.26
0.42
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The first table represents the raw form of data, where we just measured the distance
between the two rotor hubs, or midpoints. When this distance gets smaller, the rotors are more
intermeshed, or overlapped. Since this distance is usually 107 inches when the rotors are not
intermeshed, we can subtract the hub-to-hub distance to calculate the length of rotors that is
being intermeshed, represented in the second table(on the right). From here, we divided the
intermesh length by the hub-to-hub length to calculate the percentage of intermesh, as seen in the
third and final table of Figure 20. This value is more normalized, making it a better candidate for
graphical analysis.

Figure 21
Thrust as a function of intermeshing two rotors

The data shows a negative trend in the amount of thrust
generated as the intermeshing of the rotors is increased. This is
what we expected, but not to such a small level of magnitude. We
expected there to be a more significant loss when the rotors were
strongly intermeshed, or closer together. From the plot, we can
estimate that the thrust is only decreased by only a few
percentage points when the intermeshing between rotors is
increased. We were hoping that intermeshing would only
decrease the thrust on the order of ~10%, so this test gives us
hope that intermeshing is a viable possibility to incorporate into
our final prototype without having significant thrust loss. As
stated earlier, intermesh is used for cargo helicopters because of
the improved balance/control and increased amount of lift absent
torque forces (because the rotors spin in opposing directions).
This information could be useful when we start building a human
powered helicopter prototype.

Figure 22
Gradually increasing
intermesh %
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Conclusion:
The human powered helicopter project will be an ongoing project for years to come, so
we are still far from building a full scale model to take on the Sikorsky challenge. However, we
spent time testing these different rotor setups so that we could attain better insight into the many
possible design layout options available to us. After analyzing the ground effect data acquired
from our single rotor setup, we can see that both the rotor height and RPM are very strong
contributors to the thrust generated by the rotor. The Sikorsky Prize requires that the lowest point
on the helicopter must reach a height of 3 meters at some point during the flight. At 3 meters, the
helicopter starts to lose many of the benefits that exist in closer proximity to the ground. As a
result, the rotor will have to be spinning faster at this height in order to make up for the lack of
"ground effect". At that height, the pilot of the HPH will have to be putting out more power,
whether it means pedaling faster or creating some sort of gear system. Now that we understand
the benefits of "ground effect", we can look into creating an HPH that takes advantage of the
generated lift of ground effect.
Along with our findings pertaining to ground effect, we also learned more about the
thrust generated as a function of multiple rotor blades in an intermeshing configuration.
Intermeshed rotors are great for making a much more balanced aircraft, but we worried that the
overlapping path of the rotors would result in a significant loss in the thrust. However, after
putting our data through analysis, it turns out that only a small percentage of the original thrust is
lost due to intermeshing. For this reason, there is currently no reason for us to set the idea of
intermeshing aside, especially since we have tested no other means of improving balance. After
all, even the very successful Yuri I built by Professor Naito was subject to drifting issues, which
is the reason they had abruptly ground the craft at 19 seconds when they set the world record.
Being able to stay in one spot is very crucial for both testing and flying a human powered
helicopter, because they tend to cover too much area within a standard gymnasium to stay in the
air for a prolonged period of time. This is why I believe that future models should incorporate
intermeshing in order to keep the craft as balanced as possible. After all, even though the Yuri I
utilized the multi-rotor design, the rotors were tip-to-tip, not intermeshed, which could be the
reason behind its ultimate demise.
As another closing statement, I would like to show my respect for the group of engineers
and scientists that are also involved in the HPH project. I have taken many classes with
engineers, but this was the first time that I had a chance to work together on a team with them. I
am very impressed by the way the group approached any problems or issues and made changes
to adjust for them. I did not aid in the building of either of the test fixtures, but I was able to use
and witness both of them. When I started working with the group when we had the single rotor
setup, I remember being amazed by the craftwork and design put into such a sophisticated
fixture, making it appear so simple. Sure, the meter may have been a bit old school at first
glance, but it did exactly what it was intended to, without too many issues. It made me wish that
I had taken part in the building process; maybe learn a thing or two from my peers. The
following quarter, they came out with the steel fixture used in the multi-rotor intermesh setup,
which absolutely blew me away. We upgraded to a meter that takes its own readings on a
frequent basis, a gear system used to synch the two rotor rpm's, cross-wires used to minimize
natural frequency vibrations, not to mention the new aggressive airfoils and sturdy but super
light carbon fiber spars. I see a very bright future in the Cal Poly HPH team, and we are very
capable of building a model that will take the Sikorsky Prize in the near future. Igor Sikorsky
would be proud.
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Looking into the Future:
As I was in the finishing stages of completing my experimental work with the Cal Poly HPH
team, they were in the process of building a new small-scale rotor mount for a future prototype.
Below is a computer generated version of the finished product, which will be done soon if it isn't
already completed.

Figure 23
Most recent Cal Poly HPH development

The new project has already been under way
for a couple weeks, with the carbon fiber
mount already completed (Figure 24). The
mount is coated with carbon fiber to give it a
sturdy feel while keeping it relatively
lightweight. There is a hole drilled in each of
the four ends of the mount to make room for
the four rotor inserts. Similar to the dual rotor
setup that was analyzed in this paper, the rotor
blades will be built on sturdy carbon fiber
spars.

Figure 24
Carbon fiber rotor mount on the workbench
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Figure 25
Creating the arms for the rotor mounting surface

As seen in Figure 25 above, the mount is created by wrapping the blue foam that we used
for airfoils with carbon fiber threaded sheets. The holes were drilled after, leaving a reinforced
slot for the airfoils to connect. This apparatus is going to be a lot like the four rotor Yuri I, except
we will be intermeshing the rotors as much as possible to minimize the size of the structure and
increase overall stability. Below you can see a detailed diagram of the airflow through an
intermeshed system. Although overlapping rotor paths seems like it would create airflow
interference, it actually results in a more stable aircraft.

Figure 26
Airflow through intermeshed rotors
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Ultimately, we would like to have a control surface that keeps the craft from leaning one
way or another. A control surface would be similar to flaps or rudders that are located on the
common Boeing passenger jet, used for turning the plane or slowing it down. We currently have
no control surfaces, but we are well aware that the balance and stability of the HPH will be one
of the biggest issues. Therefore, we want our ideal model to incorporate some sort of control
surfaces to demonstrate the capability to correct for drifting. Below is a computer generated
picture of what could develop to become the next HPH in the da Vinci series:

Figure 27
Four intermeshed rotors on carbon fiber mount with control surfaces
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